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High Court Ruling for EPA Offers Notable Critique  
of   Deference   Doctrine

The biggest news for regulated entities awaiting the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision 
in Decker v. Northwest Environmental Defense Center, No. 11-338 (Mar. 20, 2013), came 
not from the majority opinion, but from three justices who wrote separately to question 
the judicial deference to agency regulatory interpretations the majority opinion applies.  
Chief Justice Roberts joined Justices Scalia and Alito in suggesting that such deference, 
commonly known as Auer or Seminole Rock deference (after the early Supreme Court 
cases recognizing and applying it), lacks a legitimate foundation and should be overruled.     
 
The majority opinion in Decker upheld an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
determination that logging companies need not obtain permits for certain stormwater runoff 
because the relevant agency rule did not clearly apply to such activities, and EPA’s interpretation 
of the rule to exclude the challenged conduct was rational.  In reaching this decision, the majority 
accepted EPA’s argument that the rule was ambiguous as applied to logging activities and did not 
clearly “encompass” the logger’s challenged conduct.  Applying the principle that an agency’s 
interpretation of an ambiguous regulation is entitled to Auer deference unless it is “plainly erroneous 
or inconsistent with the regulation,” the majority deferred to EPA’s construction of the rule.   
 
Justice Scalia’s dissent sharply criticized this reasoning and declared that “it is time” for Auer 
to be overturned.  Justice Scalia derided Auer as “a rule that not only has no principled basis,” 
but also “contravenes one of the great rules of separation of powers” by permitting federal 
agencies both to write the law and “adjudge its violation.”  He observed that Auer “encourages 
agencies to be vague in framing regulations,” allowing them to create “new law” through later-
issued interpretations.  He also emphasized that the Court’s ruling in Decker highlights the 
problem with Auer deference in a way prior cases (in which “the agency’s interpretation of the 
rule was also the fairest one”) do not, because the Decker majority cited Auer as the basis for 
deferring to an “unnatural reading” of the regulation in issue. 

Chief Justice Roberts echoed Justice Scalia’s concerns in a concurring opinion joined by 
Justice Alito.  The Chief Justice acknowledged “serious questions about the principle” set 
forth in Auer and remarked that it “may be appropriate to reconsider that principle” in a case 
“in which the issue is properly raised and argued.”  

Together, these opinions suggest that the Court may be poised to reconsider the deference 
principle it created in Auer and Seminole Rock.  The opinions also suggest important limits 
on judicial review of agency action that regulated entities should consider raising in response 
to adverse regulatory determinations, particularly when such determinations appear to rest 
on unfair or implausible readings of federal regulations.  Such arguments may be particularly 
persuasive—and important to preserve for appellate consideration—in cases in which the 
challenged regulation or interpretation also raises due process concerns.
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